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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines a set of procedures for designi.,

a science program for students at the junior high school level. A
flow chart provides an overview of the curriculum design, and brief
notes are given to clarify the procedures to be taken at each stage
on the chart. Programs designed in this manner should fit into a
larger framework cf science offerings carefully planned for grades
K-14, and should contribute to the principal purpose of science
education by developing scientific literacy in future citizens. Six
components basic to scientific literacy are listed. In designing a
science curriculum, it is suggested that the five approaches outlined
by the Ontario Ministry of Education should be considered. These
approaches provide structure to the course according to: (1) the
discipline, (2) conceptual schemes, (3) domains, (4) themes, and (5)
processes of science. Examples of the conceptual schemes approach,
the domain approach, and the theme approach are discussed in some
detail, and in each case flow charts are provided to illustrate the
procedural steps in structuring a science unit. cm
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Lt.J
Designing your own science program for students at the junior high school level

is a difficult but rewarding task. Many factors need to be taken into consideration

when designing such a program. One approach which attempts to take many of these

factors into consideration is summarized below.
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fleAcAibe the age range, stage(4) o4 intellectual development, home batkgmund, cow
munito background, ete. (Study Piaget's Stages ot( Intellectual Development and

Gaghe4, 84uneVis and Au.subet's icka4.)
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DescAibe Institutional Peathictions

VeteAmini the 6inancial, time, space and locat AesouAce AestAictions.

Outline the OeneAat Educational Goats

Vesetibe the immediate and 6utuAe needs o6 the student and the 6utuAe needs o6
society. Important tathen than tAivial goats should be stated. 16 those goals au
mitten with the next meet o6 study in mind, they wilt be mote Aelevant. At this

stage the descAiotion o6 the goats need not be written in Wms o; the areciiic
terminal behaviours.

Mite Speci6ic TzAminat gehavioAat objectives

The speclicic teAminat behavioAat objectives must speciP the desixed peA6oAmance in
a mealuAabteway. The dosilted concepts, conceptual schemes, pAocesses, psychomotok
ab,Las, and attitudes should be speciged. (Read wait-les descAibinq these. Study
&tomes Taxonomy which descAibes the cognitive, a6;ective and psochomotot domains
in Testing and Evatuation ion the Sciences by Hednes. Also become 6amiliax with
the pitepaAation and use otinstAuctional objectives by heading Pupating 1nstAuct-
ional Objectives by Robert F. Hagen.

Rene the TeAminat Objectives

Modi6y the teAminat behavioAat objectives as AestAicted by the institutional con-
stAaints.

Set Entexing PAeAequisites

Vesign pre -tests to deteAmine which o6 these have been met by the students. The
tea wilt determine i6 the students have the concepts, processes and mato/Eska&
to handle the CUAILICULUM on 6 them have aliteado achieved a signi6icant number o6
the objectives.

Pex6oftm Task Analysis

The task anatysis enabtes the catticulum designen to determine intermediate in-
stAuctionat objectives Attating to each teAmtnal behavioltal objective. One
usually success ut method LS to analyze each behavioral objective sepaAatinp it
into a hieAaAehy o6 inteAmediate objectives by successively asking the Question -
What must the leaAnet be able to do to peAtiorm the higher °Aden objectives given
only instAuctionsf (Read aAtictes and books dealing with Task Anatois - see Gagne.)

ConstAuct the Learning HieAaxchy

A6tex the leaAning hill:a/why has been constAucted as indicated above, the, attributes
o6 the leaxneA that may inteitact with the instructional method to be used at each
levet should be listed.

Allocate Tectitate 'es

The teaching stAategu Oft strategies to be used at each level o6 the hieAaAchy should
be indicated. A variety o6 teaching atitategies impoAtant. A partial tat .14

given below.
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- outdoor education (fietd tAirs)
- discussion (maim, 4ma.tL 6 tape wars)
- investigations (guide sheets) atone,

smatt groups
- examination oA specimens (guide sheets)

- atone, *aim
- student ntesentations - atone, naiAs
- use o4 A-V aids and tesouhce centice

- atone, pains
- intutdisciptinahy problem sotving

- fitm tesson
- model building
- games
- seminam
- demob:striations

- debates
- essags

- tectuhe
- 4o6tatic teasons
- commonly contacts

Students and teachem Ahmed use the teaching sthategies which cute hest suited to
themsetves and the nature o6 the mate/tat.

Construct a Ulm Chant

I4 the cuhhicutum to be individuatized a ;tow chant should be constructed design-
ating the path on paths the .learner mail Lotto u.

Produce and Debug Learning Resources

Ems, shin ,loops, equipment, experiments, outdoor education sites, games, heading
attictes, guide sheets, etc.

Produce Post-Test or Examinations or other Evacuation Devices

Cane must be taken that these tests ate designed tc test the insthuctionat teruninat
behaviohat objectives set down eattieh.

Test the Matekiats on Students and Evatuate

Revise the Materials in tams o4 the Evacuation Pesutts

The modern trend in science education is aimed at developing scientific
literacy in future citizens. The American Association for the Advancement of
Science summarized this aim very well in ar article titled "Trends in Science
Education" in the December 1972 issue of S.-Acnce Education News. Thev state:

"The principal purpose of science education pLograms in grades K-14 is the develop-
ment of scientific literacy in future ci :5zens." Educational journals make fre-

quent reference to this aim as well. The isrk has nroduced a working paper on

scientific literacy.

What ccnstitutes scientific literacy? There are six components basic to

scientific literacy:

1. an understanding of the interaction between science and society
2. an understanding of the ethics that control the scientist and his work

3. an understanding of the nature of science
4. a functional understanding of the conceptual knowledge of several different

sciences
5. an understanding of the differences and interrelationships of science and

technology

6. an understanding of the interrelationships of science and the humanities
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The challenge of developing science programs to accomplish all of these objectives
over a 14 year period is formidable but must be met if future graduates are to
better understand the complex technological society of today and tomorrow.

The teacher, school or school district that is attempting to plan science
courses along these lines must begin in a small way with a small increment. They
can begtn by developing units of work which fit into the overall framework. If the
framework is carefully established and documented, teachers can work logically to
develop the required learning resources. There are several approaches to Unit
Planning.

APPROACHES TO CURRICULUM SYNTHESIS

The Intermediate Division Interim Revision 1972 Science guideline from the
Ontario Ministry of Education outlines five approaches that can be used by the
teachers at the Intermediate Division to provide structure for their courses.
These are:

(a) the discipline of biology, chemistry, geology, physics, etc.
(b) the conceptual schemes of science ;itch as "all interacting units of

matter tend towards equilibrium states in which the energy content is
a minimum."

(c) domains such as ponds, hardware stores, bicycles
(d) themes such as Pollution, G,owth and Development, Ecology
(e) processes of science such as observi 3, classifying, recording data,

formulating models, etc.

Three of these approaches will he described.

A CONCEPTUAL SCHEmES APPROACH

The teacher using this approach to unit planning selects learning experiences
necessary for an understanding of one or more big ideas or conceptual schemes of
science. The NSTA Conceptual Schemes or the BSCS themes can serve as starting points.
A task analysis is performed to determine the number and order of the concepts that
can be organized into a logical learning hierarchy. A flow chart indicating one
way of structuring a unit inquiring into the conceptual scheme "The Particulate
(Molecular) Model of Matter" is outlined below.
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PLOW CHART

THE MOLECULAR "MEL OF MATTER

A - By color

QUANTITATIVE STUDIES

xi MEASUREMENT

CLASSIFICATION

C - By State

STATES OF MATTER

BULK PROPEiTIES OF MATTER

(1) M.V.D. (Metric Units)

(2) Thermal Expansion (G.L.S.)

(3) Elasticity (G.L.S.)

(4) Pressure Effects

THEORETICAL

B - By Chemical Makeup

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STATES

CHANCES OF STATE

EXPERIMENTATION

MODEL FORMATION

PARTICULATE (MOLECULAR
MODEL OF MATTER

APPLICATION OF THE

PARTICLE MODEL

MODEL TESTING

PRACTICAL

BEHAVIOR OF NATURE PREDICTION

TOYS I MACHINES
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A DOMAIN APPROACH

The teacher using this approach selects learning experiences to integrate know-
ledge about a particular area of interest. The topic chosen should lend itself to
an activity-centered approach if it is to incorporate the inquiry philosophy. The
strength of the domain-centered unit lies in the opportunity to integrate knowledge
from many traditional disciplines. The teacher using this approach incorporates 8
basic planning stens. These steps are illustrated using the bicycle as the domain.

Step 1 - Select a Domain

Select a topic or area of study which is interesting to students. is
accessible, and lends itself to a 'doing' type of inquiry. The bicycle is
an ideal domain to use since:

(1) a good selection of bicycles is available
(2) many accessories are available
(3) many investigations can be performed in the classroom using the

bicycle as lab apparatus
(4) the investigations can be incorporated into the development of a

conceptual scheme of science such as: "Energy is neither created
nor destroyed but is converted from one form to another without
loss."

(5) students know very little about the history, physics or technological
development of the bicycle and may be interested in finding out more

(6) students can be given the opportunity to use the processes of
scientific inquiry to study various concepts related to the bicycle

Step 2 - Brainstorming

Before presenting the domain to the students the teacher should brainstorm
and construct a flow chart which surveys the number and variety of Problems
that students wish to investigate. An example flow chart for the domain
"The Bicycle" is outlined below.
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Aa uou can see, this topic tends itseti to a .large number of quantitative
and qualitative atudiea ditectty tetated to science. One could compile an
extensive chaAt 4oA the katotu o4 42s development and the u4e.4 to which
it i4 put.

After the teacher has brainstormed to determine the suitability of the
topic, a list of questions for investigation should be compiled with the
students. The list should reflect the activities that are of interest to
the pupils. A suggested plan of attack and some questions are outlined
below.

(1) Begin by asking the pupils to suggest activities that they could do
using the bicycle to find out more about it. Stress that the pupil's
suggestions must be things to do, that these activities must be
suited to investigations largely within the area of the school

(building, grounds). r.ecord their suggestions for future reference

and use.

(2) Have the pupils examine as wide a variety of bicycles and accessories

as possible. When the students have looked at these materials and
handled them, ask for more suggestions and add these to the list.
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(3) The first step in the brainstorming occurs when the teacher adds to
the list suggestions from the initial planning that the students have
overlooked.

A summary based on the chart is included below.

Planciptes o; meaAutement - uncottainbi, craiss-chehing o6 measunements,
catib/Lation of measuAino inAtAument6, e.g. speedometca and odometeAA.

Leven - the undeAstanding oi the pedat arm and Asp/Locket as teveAs. Cat-

cutation and checking by measurement o6 what 6oAte is exerted on the

/Load to '3/civet the bicycle 6omgand when a centain 6oue 46 applied at
/tight angte6 .to the pedat alum.

Gem Patios - the otation6hip between number. o6 PevotutionA o; Ale pedal
and numbeA of Aevotution6 o; the wheet 6o4 di66ekent combinations o6
gun 'maw..

Speed and Acceleration uae o6 pendutum, metAonome, Atop watches and
'wen tape timeAA as ti mina devices to make meaAunementA o4 aneed and
acceleAation.

P/LessuAe on suA6ace - catcutation o6 he pumwt.e exerted by the tiu on
the 'toad 6o/L di 66etent types o; tikes aid dAo when ',MOM OA di6-
6eitent weight Ait on the bicycle. CompaALson o6 the 6o4ce on the
/Load exerted by the kont and hack wheetf. flaAiationa o6 the pkeA-

4(WAS on the /Load A04 dii4eAent aiA niv!Lbuht4 in the tinea. TheAe can

have signiticarute in Aiding on 4o6t4uA6ace6.

Ai& piteAAuke in the tineA what a. n. niteAtawte to needed in the WAR to
maintain the Aim in a fixed height above the mad 6ok di 66eAent
weight o6 peopte.sitting on the bicocte seat. A study o6 whethe4 ot
natit4S harden to pedal with Ao6t on haAd tiAxs. (Thi4 Lo a studo
o4 ratting 6Aiction.) An investigation o4 the vaniatioN o6 the alt
pn.eatune inside the tOce when no one 46 bittin4 on the and
the di66e4ence va.th valtious weigilts o6 peonteAitting on the bicycte.
Th4A AA a good example o; a new situation in which a student can make
an hupotheAiA and tAn to give /masons ACM it and check the t/luth o6
it by meaauxement.

Step 3 - Forming Groups

Refer the students to the list of suggestions developed in Step 2 and
encourage them to select the particular activity that they would like to
investigate. Some activities may not be selected. Some students may wish

to work on an investigation all by themselves. A group of two students is

usually an ideal size.

The names of the students involved with a particular activity should be
recorded beside the appropriate activity right on the list. This will aid

the teacher in keeping track of the cc ivities of each student.
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Step 4 - Student Planning

When groups have been established, each group should be encouraged to make
the following decisions for their activity:

(1) What will we need to do the activity?
(2) Where can we obtain the materials?
(3) How will we use the materials?
(4) What will each of us do?
(5) How will we record what we find out?
(6) Hoff will we display what we find?

The teacher should discuss each group's plans with the group members. This

can be done with one group at a time while the remainder of the class is
working on their activity. At this stage the teacher may wish to guide
the students by asking such ouestions as:

(1) Did you make any predictions before beginning?
(2) Are vou taking any measurements?

(3) Are you taking enough trials to rule out chance?
(4) Should you take an average?
(5) Would it help if you plot a histogram or a graph?
(6) Do you have a control for purposes of comparison?
(7) now many variables are being changed at one time?

Other aspects of the processes of scientific inquiry that are applicable
but that would not normally occur to students should be raised. Alter-

natives regarding safety and practicality may also need to be recommended.

Step 5 - Carrying out the Investigation

The students should now be ready to carry out their investigation working

largely on their own. The teacher's function is to pose questions and

provide assistance or guidance when an activity bogs down.

Some activities may require modifications but much learning occurs through

a trial and error approach. The room will be noisy, messy and seething

with movement. The teacher should be able however to gain the students'
attention, if necessary, by using some prearranged signal.

The pupils should be encouraged to collect their data on rough taper as
they work. The activity should not be considered complete until the data
has been used to discuss the problem being investigated and until some
answers have been reached for the problems under investigation.

If the activities are being performed outside the school, all necessary
safety precautions must he taken.

Step 6 - Displaying the Results

The students should be encouraged to translate their rough work into a
finished product using whatever media and recording technique they believe

to be the most appropriate' i.e. graphs, charts, pzragraphs, diagrams,
tape recordings, overhead projector transparencies, and so on.
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Since the emphasis in recording is oh developing their ability to coromurd-
cate, the final result should be large, brief, colorful and more accurate
than the rough wort-.

Step 7 - Capitalizing on the results

This sten, although one of the most important, is most often neglected.
The teacher should select the work displayed and presented by a particular
group of students for peer group evaluation in a discussion. The work
chosen may contain an important concept or might be used treinforce a
technique or skill previously taught and should be of value4g-to the entire
class. The discussion might lead to the correction of an error.

Step 8 - Adding _to the List

When a group of students has completed its initial investigation they are
ready to move on to another activity. This activity may arise from the
investigation completed by the group. The new suggestions should be added
to the original list. New groups of students will form as new interests
are selected. The activities added to the list may spread further and
further out from the original topic.

The teacher may wish to terminate the study of the topic when the activ-
ities become too diversified or when the students' interest falls.

A THEME APPROACH

Themes can provide the element of structure for various increments of time.
Themes give the knowledge gained during the study a much greater relevance than is
developed through a subject discipline organization. Information from many fields
of science and other areas may be called upon in the study of a theme. The thematic
approach brings together factual information and underlying concepts in a unique
relationship as the study of the theme threads its way across traditional boundaries
of organizational patterns.

The eight steps described in the Domain Approach apply equally as well to the
Theme Approach. A flow chart for the theme "Ecology" is illustrated below.
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A THEME APPROACH

THEME

ECOLOGY

Why are they n s many of
these kinds of organisms in
this place at this time?

IPROCESSES OF SCIENCE

Climate

Temperature
how hot
how cold
how long is
it favorable

Sunlight

how bright
how long is it
bright

how direct

Precipitation
how much
how regular

Soil How is the land used?

Nature
origin
cold
how coarse
how fine
how porous
how warm
how rich
how much
humus

Exposure
how level
what slope
what shade

What is the history of
use or abuse?

How does man affect the
species?

11.

)6--
BIOLOGICAL FACTORS\

- how polluted

- what has man destroyed

- what has man intro-
duced

What Organisms
identification keys
ideal habitat of each

flow Many

population counts
sampling methods
fluctuations

How Related
producers
herbivores
carnivores
scavengers
decomposers
food webs

Adaptations for Survival

structural )
behavioral )

lab studies


